SEPTEMBER INFLUENCER OFFER

SPRING BOOST INSIDE AND OUT!
Give your mind and body the ultimate health and skincare
boost with two of our most popular products going around!
Our Alkaline Booster is packed with magnesium and calcium
to aid muscle function and bone strength, whilst supporting
your overall health and wellbeing. While our fresh and cooling
moisture rich eye gel is made up of a boosting formula to
help reduce puffiness and dark circles, working to smooth
the delicate skin under the eye.
POP it, APPLY it and SEA the difference for JUST $69
when you host an event with a minimum three buying guests.

ONLY

69

$

SAVE $117.25
OFF RRP

INFLUENCER REWARDS

When your event has a minimum of three buying guests, you are eligible for Influencers rewards!
Event Sales*

Free
Product Credit**

$1 - $249

$0

$250 - $499

$30

$500- $749

$60

$750 - $999

$140

$1000 +
Every $250 over $1000

$190
Additional $50!

SEPTEMBER
Influencer Offer

Half Price
Items***

Alkaline Booster
+ Eye Booster
1
ONLY $69
SAVE 1$117.25
OFF RRP
(one per
1 event)

0
1
2
3
5 max.

LIMIT ONE INFLUENCER OFFER PER EVENT WITH A MINIMUM OF THREE BUYING GUESTS
LIMITED QUANTITIES, WHILE STOCKS LAST.
All events must close within the same month the first order is placed. Cut off is the last day of the month
@ 11:59 PM AEST (Daylight Saving Adjusted). Free Shipping on all orders $99+*
*Before shipping. Additional exclusions may apply. Maximum of $490 reward dollars for party totals over $2,500.
**Redeemed on the VIP price. Reward Dollars must be used when closing the event order. Reward Dollars can not be
used in future orders. ***Half-price items may be any product or collection in the line not including promotional items.
Not available for Easy Order. Wallet Dollars and Promotion Codes cannot be used with this promotion.
VISIT SEACRETDIRECT.COM.AU OR CONTACT YOUR AGENT FOR DETAILS
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